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11. Summary of the new findings of the thesis:  

- This thesis analyzes and points the basic of the formation and development of Vietnamese’s Mau 

worship belief in North delta area as the social consciousness form. 

- This thesis analyzes and points out the conceptions in the explanation of the natural world, of man 

and of human life, of the relationship between human and the natural world as well as the relationship 

between man and society in Vietnamese’s Mau worship belief in North delta area. 

- The thesis also analyzes and shows some change trends of Vietnamese’s Mau worship belief in North 

delta area in the current period. On the basis of these change trends, the thesis has given some 

recommendations to promote the value and minimize the negative impact of Mau worship belief in the 

current period. 

12. Practical applicability: The thesis can be used for reference in teaching and researching about 

Vietnamese's Mau worship belief in particular, traditional beliefs in general in universities. 

13. Further research directions:  

- Vietnamese's Mau worship belief in relation to the type of other traditional beliefs. 

- Philosophical aspects in Vietnamese's traditional beliefs. 
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